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The increasing awareness of the celiac disease, an autoimmune disorder

caused by the consumption of products containing gluten, has led to a

growing interest in the development of gluten-free bakery products. In

this study, whey protein fibrils (WPFs) were incorporated to mimic the

fibrous network of gluten. The rheological properties and microstructure

of the developed gluten-free doughs were evaluated and compared with

gluten doughs. Protein fibrils were prepared by heating a whey protein

isolate (WPI) solution at 80◦C in an acidic environment with low salt

concentration, and then the fibril lengths were adjusted by leveling up the

solution pH to 3.5 and 7. The dimensions of the fibrils were measured

by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Rice and potato starches were mixed

with fibrils, WPI, gluten, or without protein, to form different doughs for

further investigation. Shear tests, including stress sweep, frequency sweep,

and creep recovery, were performed to study the viscoelastic properties of

doughs under small or large deformation. The strain-hardening properties

of doughs under biaxial extension were studied by the lubricated squeezing

flow method. The microstructure of the doughs was characterized by cryo-

scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM). Compared with doughs prepared

with WPI and no proteins, doughs incorporating fibrils showed comparable

linear viscoelasticity to gluten dough tested with stress sweep, frequency

sweep, and creep recovery in the linear viscoelastic region. More differences

between the protein fibril doughs were revealed in the rheological properties

in the non-linear region. Creep recovery parameters, such as compliance,

elastic moduli during the creep, and recovery stages of gluten dough, were

like those of WPF pH7 dough, but significantly different from those of the

WPF pH3.5 dough. Strain-hardening properties were found in the WPF pH7

dough, although not in WPF pH3.5 dough. Microstructural characterization

showed that both fibrils prepared with the different conditions formed a
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continuous protein phase for the improvement of dough cohesiveness,

but the structure of the phase was different between the two fibrils. To

summarize, whey protein fibril at pH 7 seemed to have the potential of

being used as an ingredient with similar functions to gluten in gluten-free

bakery products.

KEYWORDS

gluten-free dough, whey protein fibril, viscoelasticity, rheology, strain-hardening
property, cryo-SEM

Introduction

Over the past few decades, the market for gluten-free
products has expanded remarkably due to the growing
awareness of the celiac disease (CD). CD is an autoimmune
disorder caused by gluten ingestion in persons who are
genetically susceptible (1). Approximately, 1–2% of the general
population is affected by CD, although some may remain
underdiagnosed worldwide according to population studies
(2, 3). Currently, there is no effective therapeutic treatment
available for CD except for strict implementation of a lifetime
gluten-free diet (1, 4).

Despite causing an inflammatory response in CD patients,
gluten, which is generally defined as a mixture of storage
proteins in wheat, contributes to the unique viscoelasticity
of dough, and is critical for the baking performance of
leavened bakery products (5–7). Based on the solubility in
aqueous ethanol, gluten proteins can be categorized into
glutenin and gliadin (7). With energy input from mixing,
hydrated gluten forms a three-dimensional network possessing
viscoelastic properties, where glutenin is responsible for dough
cohesiveness and elasticity, and gliadin contributes mainly to the
viscosity of dough (8, 9). The elimination of gluten in gluten-
free bread production has introduced technical challenges in
developing products with similar quality and acceptability to
gluten-containing products (10). Due to the lack of a gluten
network, gluten-free bread may exhibit problems, such as
unsatisfactory crumb and crust characteristics, dry mouthfeel,
reduced volume, lack of cell structure, and short shelf-life
(11, 12). The product quality and breadmaking process are
essentially related to the dough’s rheological properties, and it
is necessary to study the linear and non-linear viscoelasticity
of doughs for production optimization. Linear viscoelasticity
is reflected as the response of a material to a sufficiently
small deformation, whereas non-linear viscoelasticity occurs
under a much larger deformation. Extensive studies have been
conducted on the linear viscoelasticity of doughs, especially
with the small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) technique
(13–17). However, in practical production, doughs are usually
subjected to not only large deformation, but also deformation

induced by different types of strains besides shear, including
compression, extension, and torsion (18). Despite the difficulties
in the data collection, analysis, and interpretation, the study
of non-linear viscoelastic properties of dough is more closely
related to its behavior in processing and performance of the
final product (19). The strain-hardening property of dough
under extension, one of the non-linear properties, has been
reported to be an effective indicator of dough baking quality (20,
21). Fundamental studies of linear and non-linear rheological
properties could provide guidance and insights into the
development of high-quality gluten-free doughs.

Attempts have been made to improve the quality of gluten-
free bread, and one of the promising approaches has been
to incorporate functional ingredients, which are capable of
forming or promoting a network structure in the product
(10). The potential of hydrocolloids, non-gluten proteins, and
enzymes to act as gluten replacers has been investigated
previously (12, 22–24). Proteins from other food resources,
especially dairy, are often added to the gluten-free bread formula
for improving the quality attributes of the product. Dairy
proteins are capable of forming a network similar to that of
gluten (25). It has also been reported that the function of
dairy proteins in a gluten-free dough system could be improved
with enzymatic treatment and structural modification. For
instance, transglutaminase was found to be able to promote
the formation of a stable protein network by catalyzing cross-
linking reactions among proteins from skim milk in gluten-free
bread (26). In another study, whey protein was structured into
mesoscopic particles (length 100 nm–100 µm) and developed
into a gluten-free dough, and the dough showed better proofing
and baking performance than those prepared with unstructured
whey protein (27).

Protein fibrillization is a strategy to improve the
functionalities of proteins that has gained an increasing
interest in food science research (28, 29). Protein fibrils, or
fibrillar proteins, are highly ordered, self-assembled protein
aggregates (30). Protein fibrils can be formed with globular
proteins from various food resources, such as pea, egg, soy,
dairy, and so on (31). As one of the most widely used ingredients
in the food industry, whey protein isolate (WPI) has also been
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commonly used in the preparation of protein fibrils, essentially
due to its economic viability (32). Whey protein fibrils usually
have a length of several micrometers and a height of a few
nanometers (33, 34). They often display prominent mechanical
properties, including semi-flexibility, high elasticity, high
resistance to deformation, and high stiffness with Young’s
modulus in the range of 2–4 GPa (28, 35). Additionally, whey
protein fibrils show ideal surface properties (35, 36) for reducing
the surface tension of air bubbles to act as foam stabilizers (37).
It was shown previously that whey protein fibril at low pH could
interact with potato starch and increase the elasticity of a potato
starch gel (38). The physicochemical properties of whey protein
fibril make it a promising replacement of gluten, which forms
a viscoelastic matrix able to stabilize gas bubbles and embed
starch granules. The pH of foods generally falls in the range of
4–7, thus for the application in food, it is necessary to consider
the effects of pH on the morphology, stability, and functionality
of the whey protein fibril (28, 39). More studies are required to
investigate the behavior of whey protein fibrils under different
pH levels in a food system.

The present study aimed at providing insights into the
effects of whey protein fibril (WPF) on the fundamental
rheological properties and microstructure of a gluten-free dough
system. WPFs were prepared by heating a WPI solution
in a low pH, low ionic strength environment, and further
adjusting pH to 3.5 or 7, respectively. WPFs at different
pH values were later incorporated into starch-based model
systems and compared with systems developed with WPI,
gluten, or without protein through fundamental rheological
tests and microstructural characterization. Rheological shear
tests, including stress amplitude sweep, frequency sweep, and
creep recovery, were utilized to study both the linear and
non-linear viscoelasticity properties of doughs. The strain-
hardening behavior of dough was studied with a biaxial
extensional test, namely the lubricated squeezing flow method.
Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) was utilized
to investigate the structure of doughs. The objective of
the study was to demonstrate the feasibility of applying
WPF as a novel gluten replacer in the development of a
gluten-free dough with comparable rheological properties to
wheat gluten dough.

Materials and methods

Materials

Whey protein isolate (Hilmar 9400) was kindly donated
by Hilmar Ingredients (Hilmar, CA, United States) with 93.4%
protein (dry basis), 4% moisture content, 0.6% fat, and 2.6%
ash. Native potato and rice starch (CAS 9005-25-8) were
purchased from Bob’s Red Mill (Milwaukie, OR, United States)
and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, United States), respectively.

The gluten from wheat (CAS 8002-80-0, TCI America,
Portland, OR, United States) and sodium chloride (CAS
7647-14-5) were procured from Thermo Fisher Scientific
(Waltham, MA, United States). Food-grade granular sugar
(Kroger, Cincinnati, OH, United States) was purchased from
a local grocery store. Deionized water was used in the
dough preparation.

Preparation of whey protein fibril

Whey protein isolate fibrils were prepared as described in a
previous study (38) with minor modifications. Briefly, the WPI
solution (2.5%, w/v) was acidified to pH 2 with 6 M HCl, and
then heated and stirred (∼100 rpm) in an oil bath at 80◦C
for 12 h. The solution was then cooled in an ice-water bath,
adjusted to pH 3.5 or 7 with 1 N or 3 N NaOH, and freeze-dried
for further use.

WPF characterization

The morphology of the fibrils was characterized with an
MFP-3D Atomic Force Microscope (AFM, Asylum Research,
Oxford Instruments, United Kingdom) under intermittent-
contact mode using an aAC240TS probe (2 N/m, Olympus
Instruments, Japan). A diluted WPI fibril solution (protein
content 0.1-0.2 mg/mL) was loaded to freshly cleaved mica,
water-rinsed after 2 min, and then dried in air for further
observation. The contour length of more than 150 fibrils in each
sample was measured by image analysis using ImageJ (National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, United States).

Development of the doughs for
investigation

The moisture content of the prepared doughs was
maintained at 41% by varying the water added to the formula.
For the dough sample prepared without protein, the dry powder
was composed of 46.7% (w/w) rice starch, 46.7% (w/w) potato
starch, 1.9% (w/w) salt, and 4.7% (w/w) sugar. For the dough
samples with proteins, 42.7% (w/w) rice starch, 42.7% (w/w)
potato starch, 8.5% (w/w) protein powder, 1.7% (w/w) salt, and
4.3% (w/w) sugar were mixed as the dry ingredients. The water
added to 100 g of dry powder was 46.1 g for dough without
proteins, 48.3 g for the WPI dough, 47.8 g for the gluten dough,
48.3 g for the dough prepared with WPF at pH 3.5, and 48.0 g
for the dough with WPF pH7.

A stand mixer (model Professional 600, Kitchen-Aid,
Benton Harbor, MI, United States) was used in the preparation
of dough according to the previously described method. The
ingredients were mixed at a power level 2 with a dough paddle
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attachment for 3 min. The prepared samples were sealed in a
polyethylene bag to prevent moisture loss until further use.

Shear tests

The shear tests were performed at room temperature
on a controlled-stress rheometer (model Discovery Hybrid
Rheometer 30, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, United States)
equipped with 40-mm diameter cross-hatched stainless steel
upper and lower plates to prevent slippage during tests.
Approximately, 3.5 g of dough sample was loaded, and the gap
size was set to 1.6 mm. The excess sample over the boundary of
the geometry was carefully removed with a spatula. The sample
was allowed to equilibrate for 120 s before measurements.
A solvent trap was used to reduce moisture loss of samples
during tests. At least four replicates were performed on each type
of sample in each test.

Oscillatory stress amplitude sweep
A stress sweep was performed with the stress ranging

from 1 to 1,000 Pa at a frequency of 1 Hz to determine the
linear viscoelastic region (LVR) of the dough samples. The
storage modulus (G’), phase angle (δ), and oscillation strain
are reported as a function of stress and compared. The elastic
limit yield stress, which is the endpoint of the LVR, is the
point where the storage modulus starts to deviate significantly
from an LVR plateau (40). Beyond the LVR is the non-
linear viscoelastic region (NLVR) where the material is often
subjected to large deformations and structural damage may
occur. The critical strain corresponding to the elastic limit
yield stress was identified for the selection of testing conditions
of frequency sweep, and stresses within and beyond the LVR
were identified for selecting conditions for studying the linear
and non-linear viscoelastic behavior of the samples in the
creep recovery tests.

Oscillatory frequency sweep
A frequency sweep test was conducted at a stress of 5 Pa

(within the LVR) with frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 10 Hz.
The results of the frequency sweep were expressed in terms of
G∗ and δ over the frequency range. The viscoelastic behavior of
the samples at this amplitude stress was considered linear.

Creep recovery test
Creep recovery tests were performed on gluten, WPF pH3.5,

and WPF pH7 doughs under shear stress at 5 and 200 Pa,
which are representative stresses in the LVR and NLVR. It
was not possible to identify stress in the NLVR to study the
creep recovery properties for all five dough types. Therefore, the
WPI dough and dough without proteins were eliminated from
the creep recovery test to keep the study focused on assessing

the functionality of WPFs as gluten replacers. The test was
composed of creep and recovery stages. During the creep stage,
constant shear stress was applied for 300 s. The removal of
the constant stress signaled the start of the recovery stage, and
then the sample was allowed to recover for 300 s. The strain
of the sample was recorded for a total of 600 s, and the data
were further analyzed with a fractional calculus model as shown
below (41):

J(t) =
ε(t)
σ0
=

1
0(α+ 1)

(λ1tαH(t)− λ2(t − tm)αH(t − tm))

(1)
Where J(t) is the compliance of the material (Pa−1), ε(t) is

the strain of the material measured during the test time, σ0 is the
constant stress applied during the creep stage (Pa), t is the test
time (s), and tm is the time when the constant stress is removed.
0 is the gamma function, and H(t) is the Heaviside function
defined as below:

H(t) =

{
0, if t < 0
1, if t ≥ 0

(2)

The order of fractional derivative, α, ranges from 0 to 1, and
a small value of α indicates a high material elasticity. Parameters
λ1 and λ2 are defined as the inverse of the creep elastic modulus
and recovery elastic modulus of the material, respectively. The
values of α, λ1, and λ2 of the different doughs investigated in
the study are reported and compared.

Biaxial extension test by lubricated
squeezing flow test

The biaxial extension is one of the major forms of
deformation that the dough is subjected to during fermentation
and baking. The dough matrix surrounding a gas cell during
its growth is often extended biaxially, resulting in the increase
of biaxial stress that could further retard the gas cell growth
(42). In this study, a rheological technique named lubricated
squeezing flow viscometry was applied to study the properties
of the samples under biaxial extension. In the test, the sample
is compressed horizontally between two parallel plates under
lubricated conditions, and the contact between the sample and
plates is considered frictionless (43). The test was performed
on gluten, WPF pH3.5, and WPF pH7 doughs on a TA.XT
Plus texture analyzer (Texture Technologies Corp., Hamilton,
MA, United States) with a 50-kg load cell. The texture analyzer
was equipped with Teflon upper and bottom plates of diameter
25.4 mm. The sample was shaped into a cylinder with a
diameter of 25.4 mm and a height of 2 ∼ 2.5 mm and then
loaded between the plates. Both the plates and the sample
were lubricated with a PTFE-based lubricant (3-IN-ONE, Budd
Lake, NJ, United States). The samples were compressed to a
total engineering strain of 90% by applying constant upper
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plate velocities of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 mm/s. The Hencky strain,
biaxial strain rate, stress, and extensional viscosity of the
samples were calculated according to the following equations:

εH = ln
(
L0
Lt

)
ε̇b =

dεH
2dt

σ = F
A

ηext =
σ
ε̇b

(3)

Where εH is Hencky strain, L0 is the original height of the
sample (mm), Lt is the height of the sample at any time during
the test (mm), ε̇b is the biaxial extension rate (s−1), σ is stress
applied in the tests (Pa), F is the compression force (N), A is the
area of the plate (m2), and ηext is the extensional viscosity (Pa
s−1).

Cryo-scanning electron microscopy

The micrographs of the structures formed by proteins in
the doughs were obtained on a field emission scanning electron
microscope (FEI Nova NanoSEM, Hillsboro, OR, United States)
with an Everhart Thornley detector. A cryo system (GATAN
Alto 2500, Pleasanton, CA, United States) was set at −185◦C
for cryo imaging. The dough samples were mounted on a
stub, flash-frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen slush, and
transferred to the cryo preparation chamber of the cryo system.
The samples were then cryotomed and immediately transferred
to the cryo stage connected to the microscope stage. After
sublimation of the ice at −90◦C, the samples were sputter-
coated with platinum for 120 s in the cryo preparation chamber.
The coated samples were imaged at−140◦C.

Statistical analysis

One-way or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed with RStudio (R version 4.0.2, RStudio, PBC,
Boston, MA, United States) for the statistical comparison of
experimental results. Tukey’s HSD method was applied in the
post hoc test for pairwise comparisons.

Results and discussion

Morphology of whey protein fibrils

The AFM micrographs of WPFs at pH 2, 3.5, and 7 are
shown in Figures 1a–c. At pH 2, WPFs were observed to be
long and linear strands with an average contour length of ∼
4.8 µm. When pH was increased to 3.5, the WPFs were largely
shortened with an average contour length of∼0.54 µm. Further
increase of pH to 7 degraded the fibrils into smaller fragments

(∼0.21 µm contour length). The difference in contour lengths
of fibrils under different pH levels was significant, supported by
one-way ANOVA (Figure 1d), and similar observations have
been reported elsewhere (31, 44). But no significant difference
was found among the thicknesses of fibrils across different
pH values (Figure 1e), indicating that degradation of WPFs
occurred mainly in the longitudinal direction.

When heated at 80◦C under pH 2, whey proteins may
be molten or partially unfolded because of the repulsive
force existing within the protein molecules, and in the
meantime, protonation of the carbonyl oxygen promoted by
the acidic environment could dissociate the peptide bonds (28).
Either condition could promote the formation of long fibrils.
The shortened fibril lengths may be caused by the altered
electrostatic interaction and protonation status of the fibrils (31,
45). The average thicknesses of WPFs in this study were around
4 nm, similar to the previously reported average thickness
of fibrils formed by β-lactoglobulin (β-lg), which is the most
abundant protein in WPI. Other whey proteins, such as α-
lactalbumin and bovine serum albumin, may not directly form
fibrils but could affect the fibrillization mechanism of β-lg, which
may explain the large variabilities in the fibril thickness (33,
39, 46).

Dough development

Attempts were made to measure the optimal water
absorption of each dough formula using a mixograph (data not
shown). However, it was not possible to obtain doughs with
similar resistance to mixing or consistency for identifying the
optimum amount of water to be added with the mixograph.
In the end, the doughs were prepared keeping the moisture
content of final dough at 41%, which allowed the comparison
of the effects of different proteins on the rheological properties
of dough. Therefore, the water amount used to prepare a
dough with the same moisture content was chosen for dough
preparation to compare the rheological behavior of the dough
samples. The photographs of representative samples of each
dough type are shown in Figure 2. Doughs prepared with
gluten, WPF pH3.5, WPF pH7, and without proteins could
form a regular shape during mixing and kneading, but the
WPI dough was more similar to liquid and difficult to
maintain a fixed shape.

Identification of linear viscoelastic
region

The rheometer used in this study was a controlled stress
rheometer; therefore, a stress amplitude sweep test was applied
to identify the linear viscoelastic region (LVR). The storage
modulus (G’), phase angle (δ), and oscillation strain over
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FIGURE 1

Morphological characteristics of whey protein fibrils at pH 2, 3.5, or 7. (a–c) AFM micrographs of whey protein fibrils at pH 2, 3.5, and 7. Fibril
heights are denoted in the color bars on the right of each graph. (d) Contour length distribution of whey protein fibrils at different pH levels. The
number above the dotted line represents mean ± standard deviation of the fibril contour length, and the different letters on the top right
represent that the values are significantly different. (e) The mean and standard deviation of the thickness of protein fibrils prepared at different
pH levels.

an oscillation stress range of 1–1,000 Pa are shown in
Figures 3A–D. This test provided information that is used
for the selection of the testing conditions for the following
frequency sweep and creep recovery tests.

G’ represents the elastic response of a viscoelastic material
subjected to deformation. The plateau of G’ in the region of
lower stress plotted as a function of stress or strain is usually
defined as the LVR, where the deformation is considered as

FIGURE 2

Photographs of the dough samples. Without proteins: no
protein was added to the dough; WPF pH 3.5, Gluten, WPF pH 7,
WPI: doughs with WPF at pH3.5, gluten, WPF at pH 7 and WPI
incorporated as the protein source.

viscoelastic and reversible. In this study, the end of LVR (LVRE)
was defined as the stress where the magnitude of storage
modulus decreased by more than 3%. The average LVRE values
are highlighted by blue lines in Figure 3A. For both G’ and
LVRE, the dough prepared without proteins had the highest
values, followed by the doughs prepared with WPF pH3.5,
gluten, and WPF pH7 (p > 0.05), while the lowest values were
found in the WPI dough. This indicated that the WPI dough
had the lowest stiffness and the weakest structure, whereas the
highest stiffness and strongest structure were observed in the
dough prepared without proteins.

The phase angle δ within the LVR of each dough type is
illustrated in Figure 3B. The average δ value of the dough
without protein was significantly different from the other
doughs. Although the δ value of WPF pH3.5 dough seemed to
be slightly lower than WPF pH7 and gluten doughs from the
figure, there were no significant differences among the average δ

value of these dough types (p > 0.05). The δ of WPI dough was
significantly lower than that of the gluten, WPF pH3.5, and WPF
pH7 doughs, which may be interpreted as the WPI doughs show
more elastic, solid-like behavior than the three dough types. This
seems to contradict the results of G’. It has been noted that G’
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value is not only related to δ but also to strain as demonstrated
by the equation below (47):

G′(ω) =
σ0

γ0
cos(δ) (4)

G’ is storage modulus, ω is frequency, σ0 is the amplitude of the
applied stress, γ0 is the amplitude of the resulting strain, and δ

is the phase angle. The strains of the doughs during the stress
sweep are reported in Figures 3C,D. The strain of WPI dough
was remarkably higher than that of the other dough types, and
showed a linear increase when oscillatory stress was higher than
50 Pa. Even in the low stress region (Figure 3D), the strain was
at least five times larger than that of the other dough types. For
the stress sweep, ω and σ0 were controlled, and a smaller γ0

value results in a higher G’ value despite the value of δ. Results
in the measured strains also could reflect the differences in the
doughs from another perspective. For instance, the strain of the
dough prepared without proteins with stress of 1,000 Pa was
∼3.7%, indicating that the structure of the dough was nearly
intact during the stress sweep and only a slight deformation was
observed. The strain of gluten and WPF pH7 in the high stress
region, which is beyond the LVR, showed a similar trend and
magnitude, whereas lower values were found in the WPF pH3.5
dough. This may indicate that WPF pH3.5 dough has a stronger
structure than the other two dough types, but confirmation
through separate non-linear viscoelastic region (NLVR) tests is
required to validate the statement, since imperfections could be
introduced to the material sinusoidal response in the NLVR, and
the data in the NLVR from a stress sweep cannot be used for
comparison directly (48–50).

In comparison with the dough without proteins, the
incorporation of protein into a starch-based dough system
greatly decreased G’ and increased δ values. Compared to the
dough prepared with native WPI, the doughs with protein fibrils
exhibited a viscoelastic behavior closer to that of gluten dough
in terms of G’ and δ. However, previous findings on wheat
doughs have shown that the linear viscoelasticity of doughs with
various baking performances may be similar because the small
deformation used in the tests does not resemble deformations
applied during dough handling (51, 52).

The linear viscoelastic behavior of
doughs in the frequency sweep

A comparison of complex viscosity (η∗) and phase angle (δ)
for all the dough types is illustrated in Figure 4. It is shown
that η∗ values decrease with an increase in frequency, which is
typical behavior of a viscoelastic material. Overall, η∗ of dough
without proteins >WPF pH3.5 dough >gluten dough ≈ WPF
pH7 dough >WPI dough (Figure 4A). According to a two-way
ANOVA, there was no significant difference between η∗ values
of gluten and WPF pH7 doughs, while differences among other

dough types were significant (p≤ 0.05). The η∗ versus frequency
relationship indicated that all the dough types weakened at
higher frequencies, which may be related to the loss of elasticity.
Higher η∗ values may indicate a very elastic-like behavior, but
contrarily, the dough prepared without proteins is considered as
a highly viscous material that did not resemble the properties of
dough. On the other hand, values of η∗ for the WPI dough were
the lowest, which would be indicating a type of dough with very
little elasticity, which is confirmed by the results reflected in the
stress sweep (53), and the definition of η∗ by the equation below:

η
∗

=

√
G′2 + G"2

ω
(5)

As shown in Figure 4B, the dough without proteins showed
the lowest δ (<10◦) over the entire frequency range, and it was
relatively independent of the frequency, which is characteristic
of a true solid material. The δ values of WPI dough were lower
than those of gluten, WPF pH3.5, and WPF pH7 doughs in
the low frequency range. However, δ values of WPI dough
increased rapidly after 2 rad/s, and then became not only higher
than the other doughs, but also showed a higher variability
after 10 rad/s. The difference in the δ values of the different
doughs is likely to indicate that different mechanisms could
be attributed to the dough microstructural disruption induced
by frequency. Similar results have been observed in systems
containing cross-linked protein filaments. The behavior has
been attributed to the formation of bundles of cross-linkers, and
higher frequencies make these bundles slip past each other (54),
thus increasing a more fluid character of the material. Hence
for WPI dough, higher frequencies may introduce structural
damage to a greater extent, and according to a previous study
(55), the addition of WPI to a WPF solution could lead to
the decreased viscosity of the solution. Similar softening effects
of WPI have been reported in other systems, such as a 3D-
printed lemon mousse and a protein paste (56, 57). As reported
in section “Preparation and characterization of whey protein
isolate fibril,” the contour length of WPF pH3.5 was larger than
that of WPF pH7, which may result in higher resistance to
frequency-induced deformation in a starch-based dough system.

In the dough without proteins, the rigidity of native starch
granules is intrinsically high, and the presence of abundant
hydroxyl groups in the starch molecules creates a hydrophilic
environment that could interact with water to form a compact
and rigid structure with little dependence on frequency as
that shown by typical true solids (58, 59). In the high-
frequency region, the rigid structure disintegrated because of
the lack of a viscous environment, and the fractured dough
structure of pure starch would not necessarily flow like a
semiliquid viscoelastic dough, as indicated by the low δ at
high frequency. Due to the lack of viscoelastic properties
suitable to form doughs, further tests using this system
were not performed.
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FIGURE 3

Storage modulus (G’), phase angle (δ), and strain as functions of the applied shear stress. The error bars represent the standard error. (A) G’ over
the range of stress values. The average values of LVRE were highlighted by blue lines. (B) δ within the LVR. (C) Strain over the test range of stress.
(D) Inset for the data of strain when the range of applied stress was 1–10 Pa.

Creep recovery in the linear and
non-linear viscoelastic regions

Doughs with suitable viscoelastic properties were selected
for these tests. Therefore, creep recovery tests were performed

on the doughs (including gluten, WPF pH3.5, and WPF
pH7) with creep stress at 5 and 200 Pa in the LVR and
NLVR, respectively. The creep-recovery curves of the doughs
are illustrated in Figures 5A,B where the compliance during
creep and recovery stages are observed. Creep compliance
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FIGURE 4

(A) Complex viscosity (η∗) and (B) phase angle (δ) as functions of
oscillatory frequency. The error bars represent the standard
error.

quantitatively demonstrates the flow capacity of material under
the instantaneous application of constant stress and allows
the comparison of creep recovery behavior under different
stress conditions (60). The doughs showed similar viscoelastic
performance, but the maximum creep compliance of both the
WPF pH7 and gluten doughs increased when creep stress
increased from 5 to 200 Pa, while negligible changes were
observed in the WPF pH3.5 dough. The difference in the
maximum compliance could be related to the relationship
between stress and strain demonstrated by the stress sweep, as
shown in Figures 3C,D.

The creep-recovery curves were fitted with a fractional
calculus model described in section “Creep recovery test,” and
the model showed a good fit with a root mean square error
(RMSE) ranging from 1.92 × 10−6 to 5.83 × 10−5 across all
the fittings. As discussed, the model parameters α, λ1, and λ2

could be interpreted in terms of the rheological properties of the
doughs. Two-way ANOVA was applied to statistically study the
effects of dough type and creep stress on the parameters.

The shape of the creep stage is illustrated by the parameter
α, which indicates the degree of elasticity of a material.
Theoretically, α = 0 applies to a purely elastic material and α = 1
to a purely viscous material, and intermediate values correspond
to viscoelastic materials with different degrees of elasticity. The
α values of the three tested doughs under 5 and 200 Pa are shown
in Figures 5C,D, respectively. Overall values were smaller than
0.45, indicating that the doughs were viscoelastic materials with
a high elastic behavior.

There was no significant difference in the values of α tested
at 5 and 200 Pa for gluten dough, but they were significantly
different for WPF pH3.5 and WPF pH7 doughs (p ≤ 0.05),
which exhibited more elastic behavior at higher creep stress.
There was no significant difference in values of α among doughs
tested at 5 Pa. However, for 200 Pa stress, the α value of
WPF pH7 dough was significantly lower than those of gluten
and WPF pH3.5 doughs (p ≤ 0.05), indicating that WPF pH7
dough deformed more rapidly upon the application of high and
instantaneous stress than the other two dough types.

The inverse of the parameters λ1 and λ2 are related to
the elastic modulus of the samples after creep and recovery,
respectively. In other words, the parameters describe the
resistance to deformation, during the creep and recovery stages.
Thus, the values of 1/λ1 and 1/λ2, representing the creep
and recovery elastic modulus, respectively, are illustrated in
Figures 5E,F. In general, both 1/λ1 and 1/λ2 were smaller when
the applied stress was 5 Pa than when the applied stress was
200 Pa for each dough type, and the difference was significant
(p ≤ 0.05). This indicates that the doughs deformed and
recovered faster in the NLVR. In both LVR and NLVR, values of
1/λ1 and 1/λ2 of WPF pH3.5 dough were significantly different
than those of gluten and WPF pH7 doughs (p ≤ 0.0001), while
there was no significant difference between the latter two. The
result implied that WPF pH3.5 dough was more resistant to
deformation inducted by creep and recovery.

As a measure of the material deformation path during
creep and recovery, the difference (λ1 – λ2) could be used
as an indicator of the recovery capacity of the material. The
difference between λ1 and λ2 is usually small, but when the
deformation is permanent, that is, λ1 > λ2, as illustrated in
Figures 5G,H, although the values of (λ1 – λ2) were rather small
with magnitudes of 10−5 to 10−4 under both creep stresses,
the differences in (λ1 – λ2) between LVR and NLVR were
significantly higher in gluten and WPF pH7 doughs (p ≤ 0.05),
indicating a loss of recovery capacity of these doughs under an
applied high stress, while the effect of stress was not significant
for the WPF pH3.5 dough. The (λ1 – λ2) value of WPF pH7
dough was higher than the other two types of doughs in both
LVR and NLVR, which indicates a lower recoverability of WPF
pH7 dough, and in the meantime, WPF pH3.5 showed high
recoverability in comparison to the other two dough types,
which may indicate that a weaker structure of WPF pH7 dough
is more susceptible to damage.

When the creep stress was 5 Pa, which falls within the
LVR for all three types of doughs, the similarities in the
creep recovery properties of doughs could be correlated to
the properties obtained in the oscillatory tests, as discussed in
sections “Oscillatory stress amplitude sweep” and “Oscillatory
frequency sweep.” Nevertheless, the non-linear creep recovery
behavior of the doughs could better differentiate among the
doughs and may show greater potential in predicting dough
baking performance, as indicated by previous studies on gluten
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FIGURE 5

Creep-recovery curves, parameters from the fitted model, including α, the inverse of λ1 and λ2, and the difference between λ1 and λ2 for
gluten, WPF pH3.5, and WPF pH7 doughs under creep stress at 5 Pa (A,C,E,G) and 200 Pa (B,D,F,H). The error bar represents the standard error.
Asterisks (*) indicate the significant difference between values (*p ≤ 0.05, ****p ≤ 0.0001).
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FIGURE 6

Strain-hardening parameters of gluten, WPF pH3.5, and pH 7 doughs tested by lubricated squeezing flow method with constant probe velocities
of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 mm/s. (A) Representative stress–strain curves. (B) Representative curves of stress versus extensional viscosity (ηe). (C)
Dough failure strain [(εH)f] versus strain-hardening index (n). (D) The maximum extensional viscosity during the test as functions of the probe
speed. Symbols represent the mean value of (ηe)max, and error bars are calculated standard errors.

doughs, and the interactions between proteins could be more
dominant in determining the rheological properties of doughs
at large deformations (61–63).

Strain-hardening properties of doughs
measured by the lubricated squeezing
flow method

The lubricated squeezing flow method with constant probe
speeds of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 mm/s was performed on gluten,

WPF pH3.5, and WPF pH7 doughs. Representative curves of
stress (σ) versus Hencky strain (εH) are shown in Figure 6A.
Because the tests were performed with a constant probe speed
but not controlled Hencky strain rate, the Hencky strain rate
varies with the sample height and increases with time in a
hyperbolic matter. Thus, it is difficult to plot results in average
curves, and a representative curve of each sample under each
probe speed is presented instead. An abrupt upturn is observed
around the same level of stress in all the curves, which might
be caused by the necking of the experimental specimen. Under
the biaxial extension, the material necking is often attributed to
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FIGURE 7

Cryo-scanning electron micrographs of doughs prepared with
different proteins. (a,e) Whey protein fibril at pH 3.5 (WPF pH3.5).
(b,f) Whey protein fibril at pH 7 (WPF pH7). (c,g) Native whey
protein isolate (WPI). (d,h) Gluten. Protein and starch in the
doughs are labeled with yellow and white texts, respectively.
The yellow dashed lines in (e,g) represented the network
structure formed within WPF pH3.5 and WPI areas. The white
arrow in (h) highlighted the gluten strands.

the imperfection of the material geometry, and for the doughs,
which are the biological materials investigated in this study,
the inhomogeneity in the cylindrical specimen for the test was
hardly evitable (64, 65). Similar observation in log(σ) – log(εH)
plots has been explained in a previous study, and it was pointed
out that the strain where the turning occurred was usually
constant for the same type of polymer (66). An unstable necking
would cumulatively increase and eventually lead to the failure of
the dough material (67). Despite the existence of the upturn, the
stress increased with strain in all the tests, and the curves were
individually fitted to a power-law equation as shown below (21):

σ = KεnH (6)

Where σ is stress (Pa), εH is Hencky strain, n is a strain-
hardening index, and K is a constant. The adjusted R2 of the
fitting was in the range of 0.9745–0.9995. The greater value
of n indicates the greater strain-hardening behavior of the
material. n values of the doughs under different probe speeds
are shown in Figure 6C along the x-axis. Generally, the n values
(mean ± standard deviation) of the dough types were gluten
dough (1.79± 0.123) >WPF pH7 dough (1.34 ± 0.075) >WPF
pH3.5 dough (1.10± 0.075), and the differences between dough
types were significant (p≤ 0.01). The effect of probe speed on the
n values was not significant for the WPF pH7 dough as observed
in the other two dough types. However, n tested at 0.05 and
0.1 mm/s was not significantly different for gluten dough, and at
0.1 and 0.2 mm/s for WPF pH3.5 dough. Unlike the WPF pH3.5
dough, the strain-hardening behavior of WPF pH7 dough was
similar to that of gluten dough.

The relationship between σ and εH was converted to an
extensional viscosity (ηe) versus εH relationship following Eq.
(3). The εH value when the ηe reached a maximum value was
defined as failure strain [(εH)f]. The (εH)f of each test is shown
in Figure 6C. Same as n, the values of (εH)f (mean ± standard

deviation) followed the order: gluten dough (1.88 ± 0.167)
>WPF pH7 dough (1.39 ± 0.176) >WPF pH3.5 dough
(1.05 ± 0.183). Due to the variabilities in (εH)f among tests,
representative curves instead of average curves before reaching
(εH)f for each dough type are illustrated in Figure 6B. With the
increase of εH, ηe increased despite the dough type and probe
speed. The increase of ηe was relatively rapid in the lower εH

region, but started to reach an equilibrium approaching (εH)f.
Figure 6A illustrates a “dip” in ηe in all the curves at the
εH where the upturn occurred, which may indicate a localized
thinning during the necking of the test specimen. It is shown in
Figure 6B that the ηe of WPF pH3.5 dough was prominently
higher than that of gluten and WPF pH7 dough during the
increase of εH. The maxima ηe, (ηe)max, of all the dough types
at different probe speeds are shown in Figure 6D. The values of
(ηe)max decreased with the increase of probe speed, and (ηe)max

value of WPF pH3.5 dough was significantly lower than those
for gluten and WPF pH7 doughs regardless of the probe speed
(p ≤ 0.0001), while there was no significant difference between
(ηe)max of gluten and WPF pH3.5 dough.

The ηe measures the resistance to the gas cell growth, and
for bread doughs with desirable baking performance, the dough
matrix containing the expanding gas cells should be relatively
resistant to premature rupture for a better gas retention result
(42, 68). However, excessively high ηe values may lead to the
failure of gas bubble inflation inside the dough matrix, resulting
in ineffective gas retention.

A linear relationship between n and (εH)f was fitted
separately for each group of dough type and probe speed
[adjusted R2 = (0.974, 0.998)] and is shown in Figure 6C as
dashed lines. The slopes of the fitted models are in the interval
(0.921, 1.090), indicating that a higher n value representing
a stronger strain-hardening behavior would lead to a greater
strain where the ultimate instability within the material occurs.
WPF pH3.5 dough showed both lower n and lower εH,
suggesting that the dough may show less extensibility before
structural collapse occurs during extension. Conversely, values
of n and εH for the WPF pH7 dough are closer to those of gluten
dough. Accordingly, a more extended and thinner dough film
between gas cells would be more resistant to further thinning
than a less extended and thicker dough film (20). Based on
the previous analysis, the dough film of the WPF pH3.5 dough
might be thicker due to the retardation of gas cell growth caused
by its high extensional viscosity. Therefore, in principle, the
WPF pH7 dough may show a baking performance more similar
to gluten dough, compared with the WPF pH3.5 dough.

Microstructure of doughs

Cryo-scanning electron micrographs of the doughs
prepared with the different protein forms are illustrated
in Figure 7. A continuous protein phase and embedding
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starch granules with a size of around 3 µm are observed
in Figures 7a–d. As discussed in section Introduction, the
existence of a protein phase may have contributed to improving
the dough cohesiveness compared to the dough prepared
without proteins. At higher magnification (Figures 7e–h), WPF
pH3.5 formed a porous dough with an interlinked network, and
WPF pH7 formed dough with the presence of clusters instead of
a visible network structure. Similar structures of WPF have been
observed in emulsions stabilized by whey protein fibrils, where
oil droplets were surrounded by fibrillar network structures
at lower pH and by aggregated structures at higher pH (69).
A porous network structure was also identified in the dough
prepared with WPI (Figure 7h).

It has been reported in a previous study that the addition
of whey protein isolates to a rice flour-based dough formula
significantly decreased the storage modulus measured in a
frequency sweep test, which is similar to the findings of
this study (70). The results indicated that the existence of a
protein network structure did not necessarily guarantee good
material strength. The improved rheological performances of
WPFs compared with native WPI may be resulted from the
enhanced interfacial properties related to fibril length, and
longer fibrils could form polar–non-polar interfaces resulting in
higher interfacial moduli, which is absent when native WPI is
used (37).

The structure of the gluten dough prepared with
gluten and non-wheat starch (Figure 7h) showed similar
properties to those prepared from wheat flour, which
has been demonstrated extensively in the literature
(71–73). Note that besides the evident gluten matrix,
gluten strands (indicated by the white arrow) may also
positively contribute to the rheological properties and
baking performance of the dough. It has been proposed
that the gluten strands are usually in an un-extended state
with loops and knots formed by the random arrangement
of the protein. In another study, it was stated that the
elimination of sodium chloride in dough mixing altered the
gluten structure from elongated strains to less connected
particles, resulting in rheological properties unfavorable
for good baking performance (74, 75). The capability of
forming strands may be another factor that needs to be
taken into consideration during the search for a high-quality
gluten replacer.

Conclusion

In this study, whey protein fibrils prepared at pH 3.5 and pH
7 were incorporated into a gluten-free formulated dough. The
doughs showed comparable linear and non-linear rheological
properties to gluten dough, particularly the dough prepared
with fibrils produced at pH 7. The pH 7 whey protein fibrils

enabled the dough to have similar creep recovery behavior in the
non-linear viscoelastic region and strain-hardening properties
to gluten dough.

The rheological properties of the dough were related
to the microstructure of the protein phase, where fibrils at
pH 7 formed aggregates, while fibrils at pH 3.5 formed an
interlinked, porous network.

It can be concluded that whey protein fibrils could be
used as a gluten replacer in the development of gluten-free
baked products. As the first attempt at incorporating whey
protein fibrils into a gluten-free dough, the study focused
on the effects of protein on the rheological properties. The
rheological properties could also be affected by the interactions
between protein fibrils and starch, of which the mechanism
of the interaction remains unclear and should be assessed in
future studies. Additionally, the ingestion of protein fibrils
may raise health concerns due to its structural resemblance
to disease-related amyloids. Although fibrils derived from
food proteins are generally considered safe, a thorough
investigation of the cytotoxicity should be performed before the
application of the fibrils in food products to eliminate ingestion
risks (28).
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